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This website or its third-party tools use cookies that are necessary for its operation and necessary to achieve the goals illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent with all or some cookies, read the Cookie Policy. By closing this banner by scrolling through this page, clicking the link or continuing to browse differently, you agree to the use of
cookies. 1 2 Contents 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 4445 46 47 48 49 5 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 10 heavy-duty table SAWMODEL G1023INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE © 1990 GRIZZLY IMPORT, INC REG #TX 3 170 579 WARNING: NO PART OF THIS GUIDE MAY BE
REPRODUCED IN ANY FORM WITHOUT THE WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE GRIZZLY IMPORTS, Inc. IN 1997, THE MACHINE WAS PRINTED IN TAIWAN, WHICH IS THE LAST CONFIGURATION OF THE MACHINE BEFORE IT IS FINISHED. Computer configurations may have changed when product improvements are added. If you have a machine in the past, this guide
may not accurately represent your machine. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR DISAGREEMENT, PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICE. EARLIER VERSIONS ARE NOT AVAILABLE ON THE INTERNET. 11-09-2017, 7:42 pm #1 I recently aquired at the grizzly table saw 1023 right tilt cabinet saw, free. I have a problem with the T-square fence, which
originally came with the saw. When I lock the front down, the back of the fence is not secure, I will move about 1/8-1/4 when the pressure is applied. Does anyone know how to fix this problem or I look to buy a new fence / rail system. On the back of the fence is a metal plate with two bolts on top and one lower one holding direction. If anyone is familiar with its creation.
Suggestions for replacement would be nice if I wasted my time on the current fence. Another issue, another topic, the saw was the magnetic switch that no longer works. I wired the plug directly to the engine bypass switch to confirm the switch was a problem. Whether these switches are repairable or there is another way I can use the switch (like a light switch for example) I don't
want to invest too much money in this saw yet. So I'd rather fix what I'm replacing. This is my first table I saw that is not the job site I saw, so I'm a little out of my league. Thanks for your help chad Google Sponsor Google Sponsor 08/09/2017, #2 I'm not sure if I have a picture of the right problem, but squaring from left to right is easy. The remote part can be adjusted left/right by
adjusting the angle iron to two screws. Very small screw movement translates to relatively large movement at the end of the fence so make small tweaks. ?w=468 Added Images t-fenceb.jpg (37.5 KB, 13 views) 11-09-2017, 8:46 PM #3 Adjusting two bolts of metal adjusts both the angle of the fence and the tight fence locks. I am based it off the Biesemeyer gardens, which in my
opinion the grizzly copied nice score by the way! I prefer the right tilt. 11-09-2017, 10:14 p.m. #4 maybe post a picture of the fence and you would be able to get better help. If it clamps in the back then there is no Biesemeyer clone that comes with the saw now. Is this the garden on page 20 of this manual? Saw is 220V. You can't use the switch. Here are some options for 220V
switches 11-09-2017, 10:41 PM #5 Cary, you can technically use the switch as long as it's 220v, right? This light switch is not a safety feature of the mag switch though, which comes into play when the power is interrupted and keeps the saw from turning on itself when the power comes back. 11-10-2017, 8:06 AM #6 Originally Posted by Matt Day Cary, you can technically use the
light switch as long as it's 220v, right? This light switch is not a safety feature of the mag switch though, which comes into play when the power is interrupted and keeps the saw from turning on itself when the power comes back. Warning: I'm not an electrician. . . . I think the thing is, the light switch is generally one flush. 220 runs with two hot leads. I've seen hacks where the switch
only opens one hot lead and it does indeed break the part of the circuit. A safety problem comes in when one circuit in the engine is still hot. Last edited by Glenn Bradley; 11-10-2017 at 8:11 AM. The Danish government believes that when we train 5000 designers, and produce one by Hans Wegner, the money is very well spent. - Ole Gjerlov-Knudsen 11-10-2017, 9:18 #7
Originally Posted by Glenn Bradley Disclaimer: I'm not an electrician. . . I think the thing is, the light switch is generally one flush. 220 runs with two hot leads. I've seen hacks where the switch only opens one hot lead and it does indeed break the part of the circuit. A safety problem comes in when one circuit in the engine is still hot. That was my idea. 11-10-2017, 11:00 AM #8 I
bought a straight 1023 in '97 or '98. It came with a raw knock-off Delta Jet fence that I soon replaced. Is there any way you can add a picture of your current garden? As far as the switch, you can buy a Grizzly replacement engine starter here: Grizzly doesn't offer a 220 volt paddle switch cheap, but it's rated at 16 amps. I think the G1023 is more than that, maybe 18 amps? Also, the
engine starter offers overload protection, the paddle switch is not. I don't think the G1023 engine has overload protection, it relies on the engine starter for that. 11-10-2017, 13:08 PM #9 11-10-2017, 3:34 PM #10 You can use a two pole light switch with 240 power. I first, remove the saw, remove the switch cover then use dry wood or plastic stick and physically push the contacts
closed by pushing up? of the European Commission coil sarmaa. Once you figure out how to do this connect it back and try pushing the stick again to see if the engine is running. If it falls out as soon as the stick is removed either the coil is bad or the wiring of the coil is bad. It is likely to be sawdust contacts or mixing of moving parts. I'm shutting down the power again. Put the
piece in a paper bag between contacts, physically close contacts and slowly drag the paper through their cleaned surfaces. If it doesn't do it blow it out of the compressed air and try again. Bill 11-10-2017, 6:19 #11 Buy a new Grizzly mag starter and you'll still be under $100 for the catch. Overload protection as a non-start-after-power-out has two functions that you need with TS.
The new garden is another problem. I upgraded my right tilt from the 1998 G1023 to HTC, which is no longer available. Last edited by Ole Anderson; 11/10/2017 at 6:23 pm. 11-10-2017, 20:49 #12 Here are some photos. I'm going to be on the switch tonight. Last edited by Chad Barden; 11-10-2017 at 8:51 a.m. Reason: Add pictures from 11-11-2017, 8:22 AM #13 This fence is
new to me, never seen one like this. It looks like a square variant of Biesmeyer T, but it's not. If it moves once locked I'm not sure how to fix it. Someone here bies-style fence might have a proposition. If I were looking for a replacement, there's a 2 on my list. One would be this: seems to be the old standby mode. The second that I find intriguing is this: a silly name, sounds like
something in a comic book or something. In my opinion, the ability to use different fencing extrusions is intriguing, a bit like Delta Unifence or Euro-style fencing. When ripping wood that can spread once cut it is nice when the cut part of the last blade does not spread and push against the blade and cause a backlash. That's why the Eurogardens end in steel. It can also be useful to
have a low fence or push the fence back to use it to stop repeat cuts on the miter gauge, everything seems easy to fill this fence. it seems that you can use about 80/20 ransomware shape correctly placed slots. Last edited by Curt Harms; 11-11-2017 at 8:38 am. 11-11-2017, 8:34 AM #14 I had 1994 version 1023. The garden was a mess. Hard to keep aligned. A friend gave me a
bismeyer garden. No more garden headaches. 11-11-2017, 5:16 pm #15 My 2010 1023 came to Shop Fox to knock off bies. It works fine. Bracken Pond Woodworks[SIGPIC][/SIGPIC] Woodworks[SIGPIC][/SIGPIC]
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